
Chain Cleaning System
High Performance Full Coverage Chain Cleaning System

Designed to withstand abuse and deliver day after day, user friendly design combined with 
innovative engineering delivers a high productivity tool .
The 22K PSI chain cleaning system helps will a product void for companies needed UHP level cleaning in a 
semi-automated fashion to quickly remove scale, build-up, rust or paint from large diameter
chain, pipes and wire ropes.
 
Designed for quick hook-up to cranes or hoists, operation is as simple as lowering the device down the 
chain while it’s still attached. The crash frame is designed to form quickly around the blasting surface
and is self guiding during operation to ensure seamless results.

Advanced performance 
Rated up to 22,000 PSI working pressure, the 10-Jet 
Halo spray system ensures that every square inch of 
chain is exposed to UHP water. The rigid crash frame is 
easy to secure to any crane or hoist system via a 
triangulated shackle system, meaning mounting, 
operating and moving on to the next project take no 
time at all

14” Cleaning Envelope 
Clean up to 14” diameter chains, wire ropes or OD
pipes quickly and effi ciently with up to 25 GPM (95
LPM) delivered via 10 fan pattern spray nozzles.

Technical Specifications
Pressure Ratings       Up to 22,000 PSI(1500 Bar)
Flow Rating                Up to 25 GPM (95LPM)
Required Air               No Air Required
Fluid Inlet                    9/16 MP Female - Adapters Available
Weight                         113 Lbs.



The perfect blend of simplicity and performance
Our Cleaning system provides an excellent cleaning profile and ease of use in a simple, straight forward 
package. Designed for quick set-up and straight forward results, the Africatuff Chain Cleaning System 
produces the results you’re looking for!

Features

Positive Nozzle Pattern
The 10-Jet Halo system ensures complete 
coverage in the tightest spaces for reduced 
weight, improved removal and simple repair and 
retrofit when new nozzles are required. Scaling 
this system for different stand-off s and fl ow rates 
is as simple as installing new nozzles.

Protected Jets
Our rigid steel crash frame is design to protect all 
UHP components including connectors, nozzle 
blocks and spray nozzles
during operation. Our red abrasion
resistant slide guard ensures that the crash 
frames moves seamlessly up and down the 
working apparatus.




